John Watson School
Sixth Form
Curriculum and Site Provision
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SLICE
We are proud of the fantastic learning culture at John Watson. The decisions we make are
guided by our core principles, SLICE.
These 5 areas drive the work of the school.
Our aim is to empower each child to ensure they can live as full and independent lives as
possible:

Safety

Learning

Independence

Communication

Engagement

The Secondary phase at John Watson School promotes
independence and a love of learning by providing
students with an interesting and challenging curriculum
pathway suited to each individual learner.
We focus on developing skills for life. As students move
through the school we broaden the range of
extra-curricular activities on offer.
We work in consultation with a range of professionals
including Physiotherapists, Occupational Therapists and Speech & Language Therapists to
ensure all our students are able to access the curriculum in a way that is relevant to them.
We consider ourselves very fortunate to have access to Wheatley Park School’s extensive
campus. We have a range of facilities that are part of our provision.
The sixth form is a dynamic learning environment where students can explore a range of
leisure and work-related or practical skills in a safe and known environment. The provision is
adapted each year to accommodate the interests and needs of the cohort.
Progressing from KS4, students access Wheatley Park school facilities such as the library
and the Bistro with increasing independence, according to ability and awareness of
managing potential hazards posed by an open busy campus. Students join in with trips to
the local village library, with a focus on supporting students to safely walk to the village.
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More focus is given to life skills and transferring those skills during weekly cooking sessions,
students cook a two-course meal each week. They are supported to plan and either order
ingredients online or visit the local supermarket to buy the ingredients. Peer to peer support
is given particular attention and students work in small groups to research different recipes.
We promote the use of some convenience products as a way of maximising the
independence of our students cooking their own meals e.g. using a jar of sauce when
making chilli. We promote healthy eating and living, but sometimes students will choose a
sweet treat such as a sundae. Staff skilfully work with the students and talk about portion
control and ensuring they have an understanding of the different food groups.

The Venison House comprises of a small wood, a sensory garden, an old building and areas
to grow plants, fruit and vegetables. In the Sixth form, this valuable learning source is
further explored and students learn how to use garden tools safely. When talking about
career options, we use the Venison House to practice specific skills and to explore students’
interests.
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Careers Advice is offered by an independent provider and students focus on perfecting
skills, informed by their individual interest, in order to support their independence. All
students benefit from the careers sessions, and students in Year 14 receive at least two 1:1
sessions annually. Advice offered is matched to the individual’s capability, knowledge and
skills.
Developing Independent Living Skills: The sixth formers carry out daily domestic duties.
They follow a rota for tasks which include such as washing, sweeping, hoovering, wiping
down surfaces etc. Sixth Formers are also responsible for litter picking around our building,
they take pride in this daily job, keeping our area of the campus litter free.
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Integration with the local community: Those students
who benefit from it, join in with local community visits
such as apple picking with the Sustainable Wheatley
project and visiting the Wheatley Village library. As
part of our Healthy Living initiative, we walk around
the local vicinity, enabling the rehearsal of important
life skills such as road safety awareness. We also
support students, on an individual needs basis, with
work shadowing opportunities. We have links with a
local cafe and the library.

Individual
Planning
Each student
has individual
long term targets drawn from their Education and Health Care Plan. From these long term
targets we set the student’s targets for the year ahead and then for each term. When we
work with the student we assess their learning and their progress towards these targets.
Click here for an example of the proforma used for individual long term planning.
We personalise the teaching and learning for each student. Each activity is assessed so we
can see what was achieved, how we responded to the learning and what their next steps
should be.
We incorporate individual specific long term plans which inform an assessment record
system, during structured activities. These sheets link up with the student’s next steps from
their Education Health Care Plan and individual learning objectives. Activities will often
follow the pupil’s interests to increase engagement and enjoyment of learning.
Teachers, Higher level and Teaching Assistants assess learning in all areas of provision and
we focus individually on how engaged the learner is on each task. These records can be
found in the pupils’ individual folders. These folders hold all the student's evidence and are
linked with their Asdan Course Work.
We welcome open communication with parents and carers. Fortnightly newsletters
celebrate learning. Learning at home activities are based on Individuals needs. Click here to
see an example of Sixth Form Parents Overview. We also offer ample opportunities for
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parents to come and see the school in action during end of term assemblies, enterprise
event or “Sing and Sign” shows.

Behaviour for learning
We encourage positive behaviour for learning by:
-

Using minimal language
Meeting objectives through children’s interests
Modelling positive behaviours
Offering calm downtime
Positive praise and rewards

In the Sixth Form we seek to create an environment which encourages and reinforces
appropriate behaviour both in social and learning situations. We understand that all
behaviour is a mode of communication and aim for our pupils to learn strategies to manage
their own behaviour to the best of their ability. Through a positive approach, we monitor
behaviour and use a combination of strategies to support students including The Family
Links Nurturing Programme and Team Teach d
 e-escalation techniques to ensure that we
achieve this aim. We then adapt the use of strategies from these programmes to provide a
personal response to each individual's needs. In rare cases staff may need to use restrictive
physical intervention (infrequently) in order to ensure the safety of students and staff.
A brief guide to the Sixth Form Curriculum (more information available on request.)
Our curriculum for all students covers the following areas:
The sixth form follows the JWS curriculum that is centred around students’ Education and
Health Care Plans (EHCP) as well as the Asdan Personal Progress Entry 1 qualification
route.
JWS curriculum:
●
●
●
●
●

Communication and Interaction;
Cognition and Learning - English: Reading, English: Writing, and Maths;
Social, Emotional, Mental Health and Independence;
Health;
Physical and Sensory - this covers PE, gross and fine motor skills and also sensory
issues.

Asdan Personal Progress entry 1 qualification
In the first year of the Sixth form, students work on an award, they need 8 credits of units to
achieve The Award.
These credits are carried over to the following year and students earn 6 more credits to
achieve a Certificate.
Alongside this, we are offering Asdan Life Skills Challenges. These challenges are practically
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based. Some examples of the challenges are:
● Students will be able to carry out basic laundry activities;
● For students to become confident and knowledgeable about the specific needs and
care requirements of a pet;
● For the students to join in with mosaic and art for leisure activities;
● Music for leisure;
● Kitchen safety;
● Early awareness of first aid
Students receive a certificate indicating the challenges they took part in and the level they
achieved.
Our 6th Form Curriculum and Pathways is made up of 5 sections, which is explained below
Section A
EHCP Targets - I ndividual Targets relating to:
Communication and
Interaction

Cognition and Learning

Social, Emotional,
Mental Health
Wellbeing and
Independence

Physical and Sensory
and Health

Section B

Section C

Section D

Section E

Personal and Social
Development

Vocational and
Independence Life
Skills

Subject-Based
Learning

Certification and
Accreditation

Health and Wellbeing
PSHE

Functional skills
Travel Training
Work Based Learning
Enterprize

JWS Curriculum

JWS Certificates and
Progress
Nationally Recognised
Accreditation Units

Each student will follow a planned JWS Curriculum Pathway
Fundamental Curriculum (FC)

Enhanced Curriculum (EC)

National Curriculum (NC)

Aim
Pupils following the FC pathway
need to maintain and develop life
skills in order to function
successfully as an adult in the
community while being adequately
supported

Aim
Pupils following the EC pathway
need to become as independent
and safe as possible in order to
become actively involved within
their community and employment
with/without support

Aim
Pupils following the NC pathway
need to access accredited courses
(such as ASDAN) which will
enhance and positively impact on
their independence and
employability in future adulthood
life

To develop and maintain
fundamental skills in order for
pupils to;
Communicate basic
needs via own
communication system

To develop and maintain skills in
order to;
Be actively involved in
the local community
Seek suitable
employment within the

To develop and achieve skills in
order to;
Meet accredited
standards in specific
relevant areas
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-

-

-

-

-

Develop adequate
independence according
to individual starting
points
Be part of a local
community with adequate
support to be involved in
appropriate activities
Develop and maintain life
skills to support them in
adulthood
Develop and maintain
therapy based skills in
order to maintain a
healthy life
Develop friendships

Pathway Allocation of Timetable
EHCP considered all the time
80-100% Focused on Sections
B/C and D
0-20% Focused on Section E
(individual units only - not whole
PMLD ASDAN Curriculum)

-

-

-

community with/without
support
Engage in social activities
such as sporting and
leisure
Develop firm friendships
with carers and peers
Develop communication
skills to ensure they stay
safe
Be independent in the
community ensuring their
own safety

-

-

-

Pathway Allocation of Timetable
EHCP considered all the time
50- 75% Focused on Sections B,
C and D
50-75% Focused on Section E if
Appropriate

Be successfully
employed
Be actively involved in
the community
Engage in sport/leisure
activities to maintain a
healthy lifestyle
Engage in social activities
and maintain appropriate
friendships
Follow/maintain interests
and hobbies
Become a life long
learner
Live independently
Develop close personal
relationships

Pathway Allocation of Timetable
EHCP considered all the time
75-100% skillfully incorporating all
section will be focused on Section
E

Assess what we Value and Value what we Assess
Pathways are flexible and need to be individually planned and agreed at EHCP meetings and with SLT.

Communication and Interaction

We support students to have a voice throughout the day. You may see some or all of these
strategies being used when observing a particular activity being taught at any given time,
according to need:
-

Minimal language/ wait time
Now/Next boards
Song
Objects of Reference
Signing
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-

PECS (Picture Exchange Communication System) books/communication books
iPads with a signing program
Choosing Boards
Symbols in all areas of the classroom
Social Communication, Emotional Regulation and Transactional Support (SCERTS)
Colourful Semantics
Switches

We work in small supportive groups to help children find a way of communicating with
others. We may use objects that they can give us, or pictures of what they want. We also
use Makaton signs to support spoken language. Some students have communication
technology that speaks for them, such as an iPad or tablet using a talking app. Verbal
children are supported to speak in full sentences by using Colourful Semantics. We make
sure that there are lots of opportunities to practise these skills in real life situations, both in
School and by going for trips out to the shops and local attractions as well as during our
weekly integration sessions with Wheatley Park Students. We welcome frequent work
experience students from Wheatley Park and Lord Williams school.

Cognition and Learning:

In English lessons, the students read a variety of materials. Some read pictures so that they
can use them to communicate more effectively. Others will be learning to sight read words
and names, while other children will be learning phonics to help them to decode and blend
words to read accurately. Sound Reading System (SRS) is a phonics-based approach to
teach students to read, write and spell. We have an SRS volunteer who works with a group
of students. This approach is followed up during lessons times for students who benefit
from it. For all lessons, students focus on individual targets. Writing might be mark making
in sensory materials or working on letter formations and letter families to better
handwriting.
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Students are encouraged to read for pleasure. Staff use books of interest to guide topics,
discussions and activities.
Valuing books and reading

We support all students with a range of reading materials and opportunities. All students
have a reading journal at school, this is used for 1:1 reading time. We also invest in
magazines such as National Geographic and The Week Junior, to support student awareness
of current affairs. We share a range of health and local attraction brochures with our
students. Beginning Reading Instruction books, (BRI) are used in conjunction with ourThe
Sound Reading System reading approach.

In the Sixth form, students use a range of materials to support their Mathematical
understanding. Sensory Maths is used on a daily basis to interact with students and to
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motivate them through using objects of interest. Maths in the Sixth Form is very practical
and is linked with shopping, cooking and Asdan course work.

Physical and Sensory Development
As part of the Asdan Transition challenge students
join in with weekly fine motor skill and art activities.

Students join in with
a range of physical
activities including
Yoga, gardening,
dance and structured
lessons focusing on skills
and group work. In
consultation with the
Physiotherapists,
students may be offered weekly horse riding sessions at a local Riding for Disabled centre
(RDA). We offer daily physiotherapy sessions according to need, as well as the opportunity
to join in with Sensory Circuits.
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Students have the opportunity to take part in a Multi-Special Needs School Panathlon
Tournament. They experience a range of activities including: Wheelchair Races, Polybat,
Boccia and New Age Kurling, Javelin, Table Cricket and Indoor Athletics.

The Sixth form joins in with Wheels For All, a local charity run, cycle proficiency activity. All
students get the chance to ride a bike. They learn about road safety and also integrate with
the local volunteers.
Social, Emotional and Mental Health, and Independence
Our work in Circle Times and the Family Links Nurturing programme supports students to
develop their social and emotional skills. We also work closely with health professionals,
including the Child and Adolescent Mental Health Service, to help children to develop their
mental resilience.
Independence skills include toileting, hygiene, dressing, self-care, feeding and cooking skills.
We work with Occupational Therapists and Physiotherapists and other agencies to support
children to become as independent as possible. The school may purchase specialist
equipment, where necessary and within budgetary constraints, to help children to become
independent in their eating and personal care as much as possible.We also teach
independence skills by teaching about money and practising buying items in shops and at
The Bistro.
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Protective Behaviours.
Senior Leaders work with families to explore a range of ways on how to keep their child
safe, at home and at school. Open communication between school and families is key to
ensure the personal safety of our students. This can range from safely crossing the road to
making a cup of tea or how to support hygiene and self-care and accessing public facilities.

Health
During the school day, class teams will assist with individual health needs. This may be
administering medication or changing dressings, or delivering nutrition through a PEG, or
button feed, for example.
Enterprise
All the classes take part in a termly enterprise initiative. This varies from Christmas markets
to Easter Cake stalls. Students are given the opportunity to plan, prepare, market and set up
stalls and manage them to sell products. The money raised is used for resources or activities
that benefit the whole site.
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Introducing our Student Council
October 2019
Every year all the students have a chance to stand for student council. Students all vote for
their choice of councillors. The representatives meet at least 6 times a year, with follow up
meetings, to discuss project and issues arising. The student council is key is thinking of
whole site rewards, linked to our Family Links program. They also create voting papers and
ask all students to vote on what they would like to spend the money raised through
enterprise events.

We aim to make learning fun through
real-life experiences

Together we learn!
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